
TFIE W oF THE S
A CONVERSATIoN WITH SUSAN MoTELKE

Suson Mokelke is the President of The

Foundotion for Shqmanic Studies. Since
the orgonisotion was established by
Michoel Harner qnd Sondra Harner in
1979, it hqs been at the forefront of
the preservation and study of shamonic
traditions from around the world ond
the teaching of Michael Hqrner's core
shomanism. Suson shored with us the
story of how she becqme involved with
shamonism, the potentiol that she sees

for it on o personol and global scole, and
the work she hopes to qchieve ot the
helm of the Foundotion.

I was trained as a lawyer. I went into
law because I liked school and I liked
studying and it seemed like a way
to build a good concrete profession
from that. After law school I worked
for a downtown LA law firm, but
pretty quickly I came to realise that
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there wasn't any heart connection in

the work for me.

At the time my best friend was
involved with an educational non-
profit foundation, and I liked what
they were doing and worked with

them for around 18 years. But
eventually I came to a point that
you could describe in psychological

terms as a burnout. l'd been working
in a very intense and focused way
and I suppose I had set aside my

own personal desires and needs. I
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Shamonism is also

qbout bringing
people bock

to nature with
compcrssion and
love. It con help
people reolise

thot everything is
interconnected and
thot everything is

olive - ond not just
in an intellectual

sense, but in a very
reol wqy.

in what at first glance might appear
to be very different experiences,
and also compare them to cultural
practices, to create a non-ordinary
reality map. We are working towards
obtaining a long term grant so we

can make that very unique material

available to a wider academic
audience. So we are interested in

teaching but also preserving this
amazing knowledge.

Michael's lotest book Cave ond Cosmos

draws from o lifetime of personol shomonic
experiences, making it is o must-read not
only for those interested in shamanism,
but also for those interested in spirituolity,
com po rativ e religio n, n e a r-de oth expe rie n ces,

h eo I i ng, co nsci o usn e ss, a nth ropology, o nd
the noture of reality.

Shamanism is also about bringing
people back to nature with
compassion and love. lt can help
people realise that everything is

interconnected and that everything
is alive - and not just in an

intellectual sense, but in a very real

way. With that knowledge you need

to act differently, you can no longer
treat other beings and the Earth

disrespectfully. We recognise that we

have a responsibility as caretakers.
It is also reconnecting people across

the world to their ancestry. So much

indigenous knowledge was lost
through the imposition of religious
or political ideologies. Much of
Michael Harner's work has been

about reclaiming this shamanic
birthright.

The methodology of core

shamanism evolved from Michael's
anthropological knowledge and

experience. We focus on the
common elements found across

different cultures, because most
people here are not from a particular
shamanic culture. lf you learn
the basic methods then if you

become drawn to a particular form
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of shamanism, such as Celtic or
other shamanism, then you can go

and study those, but with a solid

foundation to inform you about what
is going on in those specific cultural
practices. ln my role as President I

am very much interested in seeing

the work of the Foundation continue
with the same high standards of
value and authenticity that have

come through Michael's knowledge.

There is another thing that the
Foundation is doing that is unique

- we have collected an immense

archive of books and writings
on cultural and contemporary
shamanism, including over 5000 of
the first shamanic journeys recorded

by Westerners. These were written
down it the very beginning of
Michael Harner's work when nobody
really knew what to expect in their
journeys. A selection of these are

available to read in Michael's new

book Cave and Cosmos. These

personal explorations are a kind of
"mapping of non-ordinary reality"
through each journeyer's unique

experience. The challenging task is to
identify some of the commonalities,
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